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Hote tg. the Reader

The following acknowledgement Is an extract froa a paper on free

electron dianagnetiam by T.H. Boyer, Phys. Re«. A 21. pp 66-71 (1980) :

"Aoknowledgenpnt t The present calculation was stinulated by the renark in an

unpublished manuscript of S. Sachidanandan that a free classical particle ia

classical zero-point radiation and in a Magnetic field has an average angular

•oaentua of absolute valie -ft*.

I want to emphasize that there was never any oomunloation between ae

and Prof* Boyer. That ia why perhaps be had not given ay address.

The following 1« • copy of a referee's content (pertaining to ehapter T

of this report) t

Report of Referee on "Statistical Mechanics of a Dilute Free-Electron Gas..."

^Sachidanandamjhas obtained some interesting results on the interaction
of frWTl!etffW?*with the zero-point field of random electrodynamics. However,
these results are well known, as I am sure the author would agree if he consults
some of the literature. Therefore I cannot recommend publication.

The author should see the article by T. H. Boyer in Foundations of Radiation
Theory and Quantum Electrodynamics, ed. by A. 0. Barut (Plenum , N.Y., 1980),
for an extensive list of references. The problem of diamaanetism of a free parti-
cle is also discussed by Boyer in Phys. Rev. /mp 66 (1980).

<y\

PWWjp

A eyole s e n s to be dosing beret i t ia not coaplet* y»t. First we

not* a few points regarding the above ooaaent*

Vow, any one reading both the papers oaa see the wide gulf between

the two and realise that tie only overlap i s the weult stated in the beginning,
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which, after a l l , i s mine. Here cotne the differences. 1) Boyer has not noted

that the classical null result follows from classical electrodynamics and not

from statistical mechanics as employed in the Bohr - Leuween Theorem and

reproduced in almost a l l texts, where the radiation.by the accelerated charge

i s ignored. 2) I have not used the oft-employed subterfuge of using 'harmonic

binding, however weak' to obtain the vanishing of free electron diamagnetlsn

at high temperatures. 3) w°ra importantly, there is a conceptnal blunder in

Boyer'e paper when he attempts a 'possible classical derivation' of Planck'a

Radiation law, by treating the diamagnttic moment as that of a permanent

•agnet whose orientation varies with temperature in a continuous fashion.

4) Most importantly, the last third of my paper deals with the bearing of

Random Electrodynamics on the existence of molecular ohaos necessary for the

irreversible evolution of a gas of neutral atoms. From the referee's report

above, It appears that he had not even read this part.

The cycle gets really closed with the following comment (pertaining to

chapter III of this report):

Enc. Sachidanandam Ms " • • * - - ^ - b t l i i v v J U a u U|, " T ^ T ' M W

It seems the Editor had to spend about seven months to get a referee

who would cone forward with any comment at all on the paper. While I have
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only raapaot for tha refaxeaa who declined to comment, I can not bold back my

urge to educate the one referee who rushed in with hiB handwritten content,

which, by itself, lad to the turning down of the papax.

First of a l l , ~^ "Q- i s not, as everybody knows, the field of the

second particle at the site of the first, spherical aymetry or not.

Secondly, to repeat what I have %uite clearly stated in the paper,

(chapter III here), that when wa have a collection of Idantioal radiators

within a spatial volume of linear dimension much loss than tha characteristic

wavelength, tha radiation reaction field acting on each of tha partiolea la

given by j^£ -j- TJ7 . The derivation of this result can be found on

p. 232 of the book by Landan and Lifsohits, "The classical Theory of Fields*

(&»rg. 1962). The application of the result to the linewidth problem i s

exhibited in zef. 15 of my paper I.e. pp 222*3 of tha book by Fain and Khanin,

'Qiantum Electronics' vol.1 (B»rg. 1%9).

lastly, I would like to add that tha learned refsree eould learn • l«t

it only ha would dig up a l i t t l e .

I take this opportunity to express my keen appreciation to Dr. T.A.

Kaaath, Read, Information Division for tha personal Interest ha took In

speeding up the publication of tha report.
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The aodel of Random Eleotrodynaaics, in which electromagnetic

partiolea are subjected, in a classical manner, to the forces of radiation

daaplng and the fluctuating sero-point fields prorides the fraaswork in

whloh the following results are obtainedi

1• The precession dynanica of a long-11red, nonrelativlstio particle

with a aegnetlc nooent proportional to i t s spin, loads to a self-consistent

determination of the spin ralue as one-half.

2. The internal dynamics underlying the intrinsic magnetic aoaent of

a Dlrac particle yields a classically Yisualizabla picture of the

spin-magnetic aoaent.

3» the Bose correlation aaong indistingulsfc*ble, non-interacting,

spin-aero particles arises froa the coupling through the co—on sero-point

fields and the radiation reaction fields when the particles are close

together in both the r and the energy spaces •

4* The (exolusion princlpl*-lnduoed)correlation aaong identioal,

non-interaoting aagnetio particles with spin i i s brought aboui by the

ooupling, (through the ooaaon fields of radiation reaction and the

vacuum fluctuations) of the spins as well as the translational aotions

when the partioles are close together in T and the energy spaces.

5* A dilute gas of free eleotrons has a aazwellian distribution of

Tslodties and the correct value of the diaaagnetio aonent in the preaence

of a aagnstio field. Considerations on the centre of aass motion of a

ooaposite asatral. particle lead to a slaple resolution of the foundatlonal

paradoxes of statistical aechanioa*

6. An approxiaate treatnant of the hydrogen atom leads to a description

- i -
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ef tba evolution to th* ground etat* at ataaolut* aero and an •atlaatloa

of tbi Man fMquanegr and ttaa llMurlftth of tt* radiation aalttad •ban

an axoltad atoa dtoaja*



Tola r*port» • •oUsotlon of rasulta obtained bj th* author, Identifier

Baatoa IlaotrodyaaaioA an * likaljr olaaaioal foundation for tulntvaaantially

quaatua aaohanloal oonotpta* Aaong tbaaa oonoapta ara included tba apln i

of a. V>ag-Uv*d aataatl* partial*, tht apln atruotort of a Urao partlol«( t)»

Boa* and Hrai oomlatloBa aaaag ldantloal. partlolta, tht dlaaacMtlaa of

traa •lootrona aad aoat of tha quanta! aapaota of th» hydrogan atom. Ib»

tooli taploorad In this Inrtatlgatlon art qul̂ ta slapl»» limlTlnf Utt l* aor« ^

tht Imgmtm trp** of •v iat lou union govtm tho dynuioa of radlation-daapad

alaotroaaioatle pwtlolaa la iataraotion with a flaotuatiai faro-point Hold*
to

Tha raailta howoTar, aaoa alfalfloant *aoHchAwarrant a apaadjr publioatlon undor

on* ootar ao that It aajr atlwlato flirthar tffort* lc Vu dlr*otlon of obtainl*

a thaoqr wnioh oaa ultlaataljr b» fr*« of th* *piat*aologioal anti«(l*Mnta of

quantum aaonanloa*

•aeh of th* alx ebapWra la In th* flora of a sapsrat* pap*r and bane*

•*lf-oontaln*d. Bvoaua* of tha oowon oonooptital namawnV t a **» r*p*tltiona

ar* uoaroidabl*.

It la a plaaauM to thank Dr. I.Y.V. Baghwraohaxyulu and » . 8.T.

fbr reading parts of th* Nl and taking helpful ooaatnta.

Thanks ar* « M to Br. 0 . Madhvanath, Baad of th* Bastion (M;Bp, Iftp)

and 9r. K*B» fahra, •*** «ff tb* Uvlalon (D>S.>.)t fcr thalr latarast la tt*

work*

- i l l -
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I»Intrinsic Spin (one-half) from flandom Electrodynamics.

Abstract:

The Bpin precession of a nonrelativistie magnetic particle i s

considered in the framework of random electrodynamics(RED). That i s , the

dynamics of the spin In a constant magnetic field, subject to a damping

torque due to magnetic dipol* radiation and the random torque from the

zero-point Maxwell field, la treated by means of a classical Langevin

equation, i self-consistent determination of the moments of the apin

components gives mean values in agreement with the quantum statistical

mechanical expectation values for spin one-half particles. The diamagnetiam

of a free charged particle i s also discussed briefly according to RED to

illustrate the likely RED origin of the quantum nature of angular momentum.

1. Introduction

Some of the physical consequences of the quantum zero-point energy

of the free electromagnetic field are known to be derivable from a suitably

chosen set of classical fields with randan phases. Weltons deduction of

a substantial part of the yua";ghitt as arising from the Brownian motion of the

electron in such a field is quite well known. Since this work, there have been

attempts to derive not only the radiative corrections to quantum systems but

the quantum mechanical behaviour itself of the systems from their coupling

to the reservoir of the zero-point fields (3PP). In this approach, known as

random electrodynamics (RED), an electromagnetic particle is subject to a

classical langevin equation with a damping term arising from a radiation

reaction force (RHF) and a random force term due to the action of the zero-

point fields. The quantized values of the energy, angular momentum etc,

> 1 t
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characterising the stationary state of the material systeia are then seen

to correspond to the expectation values In a state of dynamic equilibrium between

natter and radiation. When such a state i s attained, the average rate of

energy exchange between the mechanical system and the reservoir is zero. The

diamagnetism of a charged harmonic oscillator , the blackbody radiation

formula and tbe 8ohrb*dinger equation^are among the.results deduced fro* RED

thus far. It may mi l be that an 'isolated' particle i s governed by a

probabilistic law of notion because it i s in a random force-field and not asxslr

because one may have to use a photon to observe i t .

This paper presents an attempt to deduce the spin \ of a stable

magnetic particle from considerations of RED. It deals with the preoessional

motion of the spin in an external magnetic field, taking into account the

radiation damping torque and the random torque froa the sero-point fields* in

approximate solution of tbe resulting Langevin equation is used in conjunction

with a self-consistency argument on the moaents of the spin projection to

infer that the mean projection is -ti/2..

Tbe organization of the paper i s as follows.Section 2 presents

the formulation and solution of the RED equation of notion for the spin* the

calculation of the moments and the determination of the mean projection.

Section 3 dealB with the time evolution of the system when close to

equilibrium. In Section 4 , the variation of the nean spin projection with

temperature is elucidated by studying the effect of the addition of the theraal

field with the Planck spectrum to the ZEP. Section 5 is a digression on the

orbital angular momentum of a changed particle in a magnetic field which also

suggests that the angular momentum may be more a characteristic of the surroun-

ding ZPF than of the particle i tself . The concluding Section 6 contains a

discussion cf tbe possible connect ion of the considerations of this papsr with



the fundamental current loop which gives rise to the dipole monent.

2 . THE DYNAMICS OF SPIN-PRECESSION

A. Spin_precession and Radiation Reaction

A magnetic particle of spin angular momentum s and dipole moment

JX~ y s in a constant, uniform external magnetic field B satisf ies the well

known equation in the rest frame

in the absence of radiation reaction and the zero-point f i e lds . If B - ZS,

(1) represents a precession of "s about /z, which is equivalent to having a

static dipole "$ "Jsj. and a rotating dipole ~)£p, rotating at a uniform angular

velocity k>os5$ about z. s> and &• will remain constant at their ini t ia l

values and related by S i + s j s S 1 ! However, ^ s p will radiate electranagnetic

energy at the rate of — X& - -xi *«g * _ 2Jf G& 3^ .
dlt "3c"3 r ~ 3C* r _ ?

This will tend to increase u and reduce JDU t i l l finally the alignment of JX.

with B puts an end to the precessional motion. Equation (1) has hence to be

augmented with a damping-torque term. We assume a damping torque due to a

radiation reaction magnetic f ie ld B_ to act on the magnet in such a way that

the work done in a period of precession by XL equals the negative of the energy

radiated away in the same period. That i s , ^

We can take the f irst term on the right to be zero because the motion i s nearly

periodic (small damping) and thus identify !g>R •=. 3_i *S" ,
3 c a

(1) gets modified as
—>

s - i i
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B. The Zero-point fields as a compensator for the radiation loss

The (quantum mechanical) fluctuation-dissipation theorem of Callen

and lalton shows that a system such as represented by Eqn. ' in which

there i s dissipation of energy, implies the presence of fluctuating force-

fields. In the Langevin approach to Brownian motion, on the other hand, the

damping term (viscous drag) i s seen to arise as the systematic part of the

effect of the reMrvior on the Brownian particle. In RED, we deduce the

damping term from considerations like those of the previous section ( i l . l )

and assume the existence of the zero-point fields independently.

In the presence of the random zero-point f ields, the non-precesslng,

completely aligned state of the spin in a magnetic field will not be a stable

one. The random torques from the magnetic part of the ZFF will pull the

magnet out of the aligned state* The processional motion and th* accompanying

radiation loss will be resumed. The tendency ofthe ZPF to decrease IX and

that of the reaction field to increase i t will find a balance at some value of

JU._ . That will give us the quantum condition we are seeking. We should

now study the processing, radiation-damped spin system as being driven by the

ZPF so that the spin components become stochastic variables. The full equation

of motion now reads'',

The magnetic part o of the ZIP and the associated electric field

can be chosen to b> ^
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#£*') with

a random phase uniformly distributed in the interval 0 to 2TT , independently

for each polarization index j \ and wave vector R .

C. Approximate steady-state solution of the equation for spin motion.

The nonlinear equation (4) can be written in component form as

and 4 =
we now linearise the f irst two equations of the sot(6) by the following

physical considerations. When equilibrium is attained between the spin and

the ZFF, we expect a stationary value for the mean energy and hence far the

mean projection ^StjS • There will be an average precessional motion with

fluctuations superposed on i t . We assume that /SjN itself does not become

zero because at T-0, the energy of the Bpin system is more likely to b« close

to the minimum possible value rather than exactly midway between the maximum

and the minimum possible values. In the precession about "J , S5^ and SL will

have zero time average. Also CS^} • 0 by the stationariness requirement

and ($1 \ - 0 by definition. We thus can approximate %'££/ -.by

Note that we cannot replace S^t^L » f « example, by zero in the last

equation simply because ^ S * ^ • 0 and ^BMJ^> " 0 . The reason i s that

4 L $ \ , S i ^S^b^'BS^ kT virtue of the first two equations. The last equation

has hence to be salved In terms of the solutions of the other two and we shall

find that ^S^N - 0 indeed.

Introducing the notations

A i ft -4- n A i^ -

f -3
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we get, from (6)

S " - a i D o S ^ + i F ' s - ^ - i ? <s*>1£>0 (7)

and ^ r= - & <£*> ) * ^ C S

With B* as In (5) we get for the steady state solution of (7) as

(8)

and the oonplex conjugate of (8) for S". Hie parameter -£ is a constant

of integration to be determined presently.

L. Letermination of the moments of the spin components

With the solutions (8) and (9) for the spin variables in terms of the

random field variables, we can calculate %be moments of 3* by averaging

over the random phase & . The assumed distribution of $ gives

llaking use of these we get

and

The summation over \ and the angular integration in k-spaoe gives
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Uaing this and the fact that |?.JLk •=- tb tifc/c? i we get from (11),

£
The first tarm in the integrand is strongly peaked at £>-=.<2̂  and the second

at «£>•=. _£} . If $;>o» 01>ly t b e first term contributes to the integral and

i-*" ^ < Oi only the second does. In the former case the integral becomes

and in the latter, we sat (J) = — J2. with J2- > O » <uui get

Thus we gat, independent of

<S+S"> = l<&>Urf. 03).

Wo see that as far as the evaluation of the moments is concerned, S consists

effectively of terms involving only the <Z.C£?& f o r 1~?O and only the &.

for 'j ^ o • Since S" involves complex conjugation, ^5+SOremaina the

same whether •$ i s positive or negative. Using (13) in the expectation value

of (9) gives

The expectation of (^S*S~) involves a 2n-f old To-epace integration, reduced

to an n-fold integration by the contraction of £.4(ft$)fX*'(W?& into delta

functions ^ C ^ ' ^ 9 * Slnc* S^S*" means pairing of a with an £L > and there

are n I such pairings in ("•$+ S~/* •*
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Using this in the square of (9), we obtain

•*•• 0 6 )

- i >
The variances in the three components of S are thus

E. Self-consistent determination of /

By making Use of (15) and (15), al l the moments of Ŝ and S^ can be

determined in terms 0/ QS , with (10) already giving us <^S^ - <£ S^y~O .

Equation (9} enables us to calculate a l l the higher moments of %_ about <^£>

because we can rewrite (9) after eliminating J^ by taking the expectation,

as

S, - ^S*> = - C * + S- - ^S+S">; (Z.4&} (18) .

We now recall that the original equation of motion for the spin (4) implies

that s5" is a constant of the motion. That is, SX-=. S^ 4- &+S~ which

can be cast into the convenient form, on eliminating S by taking the expectation,

- - C s**~- <^s->^ (19) .

It is evident that (18) and (19) cannot hold simultaneously as identities. For,

i f they did, we would have Ŝ  a <(Ŝ >» corresponding to a delta-function

density, with the consequent zero dispersion and the result would be in the

nature of the eigen-values of pure (radiation-less) quantum mechanics. This
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cannot happen Bere because of (15) which implies a non-vanishing dispersion.

Now, (19) ia exact because i t i s an integral of the motion, independent of

the approximate solution we have deduced, while (18) i s a consequence of our

approximation in the solution for s% and SL, consistent with the full

equation (4) for S . Our solution should thus satisfy both (18) and (19)*

not identically, but in a statistical sense, namely, that the most significant

first few moments of fL calculated from both should agree. Equating <^S^S

from the two equations 3,.--?— S^s"^^) and S^"- S*"~ S*S~ gives Jfr. g*

which have been eliminated in (18) and (19). We then calculate the expectation

value of the cube of both sides of (18) and make use of (15) and (16) to get

Taking the expectation of the fourth power of both sides of (18) and using

(20) gives

^ , 4 (21).

Taking the expectation of the square of (19) yields

Comparing (21) and (22) we see that

The parameters thus determined, 3%: )£~ , -£- a ^ a n d { ^ > | ^ 4 / ^ give

agreement among the BOMntB generated from (18) and (19) upto the fourth power

of Ŝ  . (Note that o* .̂ Q> \ . tfP~ ~ %£ which is the quantum mechanical eigen-
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value of S ) . If one calculates higher moments *ith these values, there i s

no agreement; this is only to be expected in view of the preceding discussion.

3. Time-evolution of the system when closo to equilibrium.

Our conclusion that £$£)'zS.)\fo &oea not seem to depend on the value or

sign of the $ of the particle. We know that, of the two possible states,

the one in which the magnetic dipole has the positive projection has the

lower energy and hence must be preferentially occupied at T - 0. That i s ,

we should have ^3^} -"^/a,*or'"}?o *nd ""vo. ^0T ^°* Ye*» w e nu8*

ascertain the meaning of the alternative possibility in either case. We note

that the dynamic equilibrium given by £j3^ ")> — O c a n b e o f t h e stable or

unstable kind. For a dipole U. without an associated angular momentum, K%-)^

is a stable equilibrium position and H^--f* a n unstable one. When an angular

momentum is associated with U , any value of U is a stable one if the

possibility of radiation i s ignored. Radiative loss restores the status of

u •=. M and to s ~j\ . The zero-point random fields will not allow the

dipole to reside in either state, however. Vfe suspect that the combined action

of REP and ZPF shifts the stable and unstable equilibrium points to ($K^}~v\fy

and M*\~ -\$\-)n/i respectively. We now turn to a transient-analysis which

provides a more transparent description of the processes at work.

We imagine the zero-point fields to be switched on at time t - 0, when

the spin is already executing processional notion at frequency u>v with a certain

value of the projection £f which is very slowly varying with time due to the

damping with a tins constant oC . We look for the solution a short tiaa £"

later with u \ ' ^ t <iC <<\ The equation for 5 + rsads

3U 3
where (X -=- 2J- «̂ o S . We assume v" to be practically a constant (of very

3 t 3
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small numerical value) during t. This assumption will be justified below

by the final results. Then we have

We set f ^ O s "21 "ft^^*.^-ii&t) , where " ^ incorporates a

random phase factor also and replace S^ayby i t s average value in the interval

of time t . This gives us

The expectation values of S p yr) and ^tQ:)oan now be calculated by averaging

over the phases of B*, using <£ "tb°-jV=D and

TT

as follows.

a. si. 2 3 P ° ° -lotVr ^oU-

(26)

For short times, (^fc <i< i ) t ^ ^ ( t ) ^ remains equal to Sp^)plus a

correction term 5,o(t(\S^-Sp"<?iwbich vanishes if 5 ^ ^ - ^ ^ . W» next compute
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where we have made use of the fact that

J
The approximations employed in getting (26) and (27) are thus justified

if at t - 0 we had S^<p) »i ̂ ^ r * W»n the equality holds, the excursions of

@2 about the value i <Jŷ . average out to zero. The analysis remains valid

in a small neighbourhood of these equilibrium configurations for times

k: <c- cC\ if

imbalance between the damping rate by RRF and the energy pick-up from ZEP wil l

set Li increasing and if 15%*2? I j>/ygt the opposite will happen. This shows

that < ^ > -z. "% WV'W^.is a situation of stable dynamic equilibrium and

4*jS- -^ \JC'-4\/2. » o n e °f unstable equilibrium. Even though the latter state

can be maintained indefinitely if such an initial configuration occurs, the

probability of realising this exact init ial condition i s zero. Therefore, at

T-0 only the state of stable equilibrium will obtain. This i s also a necessary

condition for the consistency of our deduction because we have made no distin-

ction between time average and ensemble average in evaluating <^N earlier.

If some members of the ensemble had the time average of 3% as <£/$_ and others

as -4y^_ the ensemble average will a weighted sum of these values and will

not coincide with the time average of either sub-ensemble.

The above discussion assumes *S^rk O in the formulae employed. We have

to see whether 5^-0 also i s a possible state of equilibrium. Assumii£ ^ =. o ,

the equations for Sx and SL are

d, + ŝ  C&o+t^K + ^ ) ^ O
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which immediately yields the integral 6'̂  + Ŝ  - constant. However, the

equation for S^

shows that the part of <SE^ due to SPF is zero because S,t and S^ involve

Bz» and ,((53° - * ) K . ) involves ("g£ &*") a n d ^ B ^ / * w h i c h «"* s®*0* *»*

the damping contribution is not zero and <̂ y> cannot remain constant. This

rules out 4&S ~Q as a state of stable or unstable equilibrium at T - 0.

4. temperature-depandence oftbe mean spin-pro.iectlon

Our discussion so far has been confined to the absolute zero of temperature.

The variation of the spin projection with temperature can be obtained by letting

the surrounding radiation be the thermal radiation of a blackbody. The equations

get modified by the fact that every Fourier component of the fluctuating

electromagnetic field "$» i s now multiplied by the factor

the average value of S% should be represented by <^S^> . The expectation

of Sp now becomes (with "^> O for definiteness),

we have to determine /g^L-t subject to the condition of dynamic equilibrium

between the radiation field and the spin system, namely, sjSfc "̂  •= O • Far

this purpose, we picture the spin system to have ^SJ^^ — *\V2_ and

^$V} ^ *^/2_ at t - 0 when we switch on the ZPP and the thermal radiation.

The expressions (26) and (2?) can be adapted to the present context as follows.

(30)
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The requirement ^S^)~0 on (30) gives the same result as (28). Using this

in (29), we get

) (3D.

If the time average and ensemble average are taken to be equal, (31) i s

identical to the usual statistical mechanical formula for spin i particles.

Since ^s£> remain constant at tbe T - 0 value as <(§£>__ goes on decreasing

with increasing temperature, we can infer that the spin system spends wry

l i t t l e time in the process of making transitions between the $±y~ $- and

<^> =. - /^. B t a t e s compared to the time i t spends in these states. At

temperatures T " » T x ^ V ^ , the spectrum around &c becomes that of

the Rayleigh-Jeans form and the zero-point fields become inconsequential, i t

such temperatures the spin-magnetism becomes small i . e . quantum effects

become negligible.

5« A digression on orbital BTICTT*"* amentum*

The mere incorporation of the zero-point fields in classical electro-

dynamics has given us the rather surprising result that the projection of

the spin of a magnetic particle on an external magnetic field has the absolute

value ^r/2 * •*•* ^8 surprising because equations of motion are not, in

general, expected to yield values for the particle's intrinsic attributes.

However, the assumption of an ever-present random field in space makes i t

impossible to think of a particle as being a free, self-contained entity. As

such, some of ite properties, not merely i ts dynamics, have to partake of soae

aspects of the surroudings. In any case, even orbital angular momentum of •

particle in a central field, as i s known from elementary quantum mechanics,

i s a thing apart from the particle so to apeak. (Recall that the projections
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of the orbital angular momentum are integral multiples of J\ , completely

independent of the particle's attributes). The physical explanation given

is that when excited or de-excited by light, the atom has to gain or lose

angular momentum of magnitude Jf\ or integral multiples of i t , in the form

of the angular momentum of a photon. Yet, the potential for this interaction

is only put in after solving the mechanical (radiation-free) system. There

is no paradox here, because quantum mechanics has this feature already built
(7 d)into i t ' ' by the canonical commutation relations. It i s interesting to note

that although recognition of the quantum behaviour of natter became inevitable

after Planck's derivation of the blackbody radiation formula, radiation i tse l f

came to be quantized afterwards for consistency with the quantum nature of

matter with which i t interaots. Returning to random electrodynamics, we note

that the quantum nature of light,' at leaBt in so far as i t i s necessary far

the derivation, of the blackbody formula, has been already shown by Bayeir'to be

a consequence of the existence of the zero-point field. The quantum nature of

angular momentum of an electromagenetic system should also follow fran the

interaction of the system with the ZPF. To demonstrate that this consideration

applies to the orbital angular momentum, we discuss the simple example of a

charged particle in a magnetic field. Assuming the interaction with radiation

to be of the electric dipole form, we have

with IE* as in (5) and!?-'SB, Qn setting f& - •*. ±\A,

the equation far the motion in the xy-plane becomes,

We can solve for p± in the steady state exactly as we did in the case of S-

earlier, and evaluate the expectation value of the (mechanical) angular momentum
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(32)

This shows that the absolute value of the orbital angular rcaaentum of *

a particle in a stationary state i s determined solely by the zero-^oint

fields i t is immersed in. Evidently, a classical charged particle, in the

absence of the ZFF, cannot have a stationary non-zero value of angular

momentum. It i s due to the fact that the acceleration attendant on such

a motion makes the particle emit radiation whichcarries away angular

mcmentum. The pick-up from tht ZFF is necessary to offset this lous.

The stationary average value of the angular niemontum of the ^article becomes

independent of i t s charge and mass on attaining the state of dynamic

equilibrium with the zero-point f ields.

6 . Co—ente and Conclusions.

Xn spite of the several approximations made in our calculation,

the results surest that the quantum nature of spin may be in fact a

consequence of the existence of the zero-point fields. This possibility

calls for an exploration of the areas of agreement and disagreement between

RED and <tu»tM theory as far &&«piaadag —g—tin T""**4"'1'"* °?e concerned.

Quantum mechanics and quantum field theory of free particles can eccommodat*

particle spinB which are integer multiples of AC whereas our KfcD

calculation hes shown that Hie spin of a stable magnetic particle with

'ui-zilS* i s t"1^ *f£ • Before accounting for this difference* w« hav*

to locate the overlap between the two theories. Let us assume for the moment

that S i s a constant i . e . there is no dispersion in & . Then fro* Bqn.(i3)

we have
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This ie in correspondence Tdth the quantum mechanical result $ -

where JBfc i s the projection in the lowest energy s ta te . However, even this

loose correspondence goes agein6t the baBic principles of RID. For we

have to reckon with the dispersion in SJ, exhibited by Eqn.(i5). With the

assumed constancy of S there i s on iMVitabl* dispersion in 3 £ .

For example, we ott deduce < ^ S „ <^> J" = ^ P / * • I h ** s± a l s o

should exhibit disterBion. Furthermore, tekirijj s^ constant would make

identically zero. In the absence of the "£> fields, we can set 4Ĵ -=-

and 3^ ~~^Sj(. •• th.t 4, - 1^" & CV ^ )

and S^ would decay from i t s in i t i a l value to the final state with

S^ _ %r- S an<i ST^̂ -O. In tbe prosenco cf the ZI'V , ^ can be

zero only in a s ta t is t ical sense when energy equilibrium iB attained

between the ensemble of spin and the Zi'F.

We cutt sue. up the situation by the statement that unncr the

assumptions of RED, a particle satisfying jji - V S •&* S = •

constant aid existing long enough not only to hnve a »;eil-defined precession

frequency *JH£> (however weak ^ may be) but to reach equilibrium with the

radiation so that l§£)s-Ot can have a ooasistant steady state description

only if l<^$i)\r^ '%/%. • * e Mfir*t» truu calling this a theorem because

our calculation has not been rigorous enough. The experimental facts do not
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contradict this result because all magnetic particles with higher spin

are short-lived. That the high spin particles can not be stable is not

deducible from «l««tr*iynMdca alone in any case. The difficulty of

describing magnetic particles with spta higher than one in interactiin

with electromagnetic fields has been well documented ' . Even the theory

of eharged spin one particle founders on the question of renonnalizebility.

Our discussion hfas also served to blur the borderline between

intrinsic and extrinsic properties of a particle by determining the spin

value, assumed as intrinsic to the particle, through the extrt-neous

consideration ofltte processional motion in the framework of RED. Unless

the result can be dismissed as being entirely fortuitous, there must be

some physical reason for i t . We have seen in section 5 how RED determines

the stationary mean value of the projection of the orbital angular BOBentun

of a charge in a magnetic field. Now, the spin of a Dirac particle can be

locked upon as the orbital angular momentum of the tittaetomgaaf • The

zitter motion would be characterised by a stationary value of the angular

momentum only if the radiation losses are balanced by the pick-up from the

zero-point fields. I t is possible to treat the basic Heisenberg equation

far the zitterbewcgung derived from the Dirac Hamiltonian as a classical

system in RED and arrive at the 'correct' value of the magnetic dipcle

moment . In the present paper, we have assumed the interaction with the

electromagnetic fields totake place only through the magnetic dipole moment

and looked for the sttstion&riiietb of the motion ol the underlying current

locp as a whole. Thut i s , the internal motion which produces the spin

is assumed to be decoupled from the motion of the Bpin in the magnetic fi eld.



s. should be & food approximation because, the centre frequencies oi the

Zitter oscillation and the spin precession are quite different and can

hence lead to an adiabatic decoupling of the two types of motion* Howeverf

the condition for the stationarimese of the- current loop u^ainc-l electric

dipole radiation Bhould be consistent with that for the etationariness

of Ifre spin motion ivtii.Et ms/rrolic dipole rr.t2iriiion. V.'c- huvc- not

established that both must lead tc the same v&lue for the u^in; but the fact

that they seem to does not appear unreasonable.



II, Spin Structure of a Dlrac particle aid Random Electrodynamics

Abstractt

The Internal dynamics underlying the Intrinsic magnetic

moment of a Dirac particle Is examined from the point of view of

Bandom Electrodynamics. The study Is based oa the zitterbewegung

which when subjected to radiation reaction and the zero-point fields

yields a consistent classical picture. The resulting moment is seen

to srlae independently of the traditional (unobservable) parameters like

the frequency and the amplitude of the zitterbewegung.

* 90 i
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1. Introduction

Classical electrodynamics rules out the existence of stationary

elementary magnetic momenta because of the radlatlv* collapse of

chaiged particle orbits. It is wall know* that quantum mechanics,

on the other hand, explains the orbital magnetic effects like 41*-

and pa»araegnetiam of electrons and makes it possible to introduce a

quintessenttally quantua mechanical intrinsic spin for an •leaaatary
tof

particle. Now, it contact with a reservoir random radiation (zero-point
A

electromagnetic fields) ia postulated, classical electrodynamics also can

explain the existence of elementary magnets in equilibrium with the

radiation. This is the modal of Random Electrodynamics and it has
(1-3)produced some results which are not incompatible with those of

quantum theory*

She.fpin, precession of a magnetic particle in an external

field has recently been studied in the framework of Random Electro-

dynamics. Under the assumption that the only coupling of the particle

to the electromagnetic fields is through the magnetic dipole sweat,

the calculation leads to the unique spin value of i for the particle

In radiative equilibrium Hgw» in the absence of magnetic monopoles,
*

the only way a dipole moment can arise is through a current loop. The

circulating charge should be subject to electric dipole coupling to the

radiation so that the apin magnetic moment itself emerges as an equilibrium

average* The purpose of this paper is to examine a particle model from

this point of view. We start with a model for Internal motion which ia

Implicit in the Dirac theory and treat it as a classical eyBtem subject

to the forces of radiation reaction and vacuia fluctuations. The averag*
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•oment in the steady atate ia found to agree with the standard value*

A physical interpretation of the model makes it possible to visualize

the intrinsic moment as a real classical effect in which the charge

ia executing an average cyclotron motion in the field generated by the

dipole moment itself .

2. Internal motion In a Dirac particle.

It ia difficult to for* an intuitive picture of the apln of a

single Dirac particle in the atandard theory of quantum electrodynamloa.

The reaaon is that the field or many-particle aspects fora an Integral

part of the description of a single particle. A primitive picture of the

spin structure la that of a charge moving along a circle of radius-nVmc

with the speed c of light. This ia classically inconsistent on many

obvious countB. First of a l l , the attractive force keeping the charge

in orbit is not specified. Secondly, the charge moving with the speed

c must have zero restmase. Thirdly, there is no dyneaical mechanist

for preventing the radiative collapse of the orbit. Quantum mechanics,

of course, rules out any orbit picture entirely and Insists simply that

i t is an intrinsically quantum mechanical effect* However, the analyse*

by P r y c e , ^ Koba/7* Tani*8\ Huang(9\ Weieskopf * 1 0 | 1 1 \ Ibldy and

Womthuysen̂  ' and 'eshbach and Vlllare provide a semiclassical picture

of the particles Internal motion. An essential feature of theoe discussions

is the result of an early study by 8ehradlaff*r of the peculiar

trembling motion of the coordinate of an electron in the Dirao theory.

The odd part T ° of the position operator anticoaautes with the Dirac

Hamiltonian and satisfies the Balseaberg equation of motion
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Thus, Y° osoillates bamtaicany with frequency ^."^qr a s

even part T^ can be identified with the position of the mass center

of the particle, from the definition of r ° , one gets as ^—9 O

since A-r) t »a \o—:3 o • That i s , the motion of T° when the center

of masn ie at rest gives rise to the spin magnetic moment. This indicates

that *f°can be identified aa the coordinate of the charge. We must

remember, however, that al l these are operator relations in the Haisenbezg

picture.

We now take note of the following situation: In aoftzwlatlvlstlo

quantum mechanics, the Heisenberg equations are just the classical

equations with the variables replaced by operators. The equal time

commutators are maintained in solving them and this gives rise to typical

quantum effects differing from the classical oneB. However, contact with

certain experimental facts, as in -the example of an atom's «volutia*

to Ifae ground state from an arbitrary initial condition at the zero of

temperature, is obtained only by switching on the interaction with the

electromagnetic field in its vacuus state and maintaining the proper

eoumutatioa relations between the atomic and field variables in the

solution. In the process, certain characteristic radiation z action and
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vaouum fluctuation terms appear. In Random Electrodynamics, on the other

hand, these terns are put into the classical equation at the beginning

ltaelf and the quantum nature of the ground state and the evolution

towards it are obtained in a •tralchtfonrard manner, at least in the

simple oases considered so far.

The above situation encourages us to postulate Bqn.(1) as a classical

equation for the motion of the charge with reepeot to the oanter of mesa

of the particle. That i s , in our model, the operator nature of T e

with i t s magnitude of -^f/i«t an) the moment given by Bqn. (2) will be

Ignored. The solution of Bqn.(1) will then depend on Initial conditions*

To obtain stsady state average values which are independent of initial •

conditions, we have to subject this system to the damping aad fluctuation

forces of Bandom Electrodynamics.

3. The equation for internal motion in Random Slectrodynamlca
—7

A langevin type of equation for Yb can be deduced by augmenting

the Birae Hamiltonisa with the term —icn-h for the interaction with
—-) —9 —>a

the redletion. A is the sum of the vector potentials A° and 1

for the zero-point and radiation reaction fields, respectively. With

U = c 5 ' « C F'""~ € ' ^ / < O "V- jSwvc.1" and the uaual

relations among the Dirao operators iC? ^ AnA f> > we get the Heisenberg

equations for T ° *nd ô  as
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in the l to i t */

Wa can simplify tha problem by the following approxiaationa »

1) We replace O* by the unit vector £ in the E-direetlon. Ihat la,

we assuae the particle to be in a definite apin state. *hia enablaa ua to

leave out of consideration the ooapllcationa introduced by tha cyclotron

•otion of the centre of aasa and toe preoeeelea at tha epia, in tha

externally applied field which all^na the apin. These aotiona do not

algnlfioantly affeot the internal aotion because of tha wide gulf in tha

central frequencies involved* Additional justification coaea from tha

phyaioal picture eaexglaf at tha and. 2) Tha lero-polnt fielda

•re evaluated at Ma* origin inatead of at the inatantanaoue poaition of tbe

charge. Thie la juatified below at tha ana of the oaloulation. 3) lor

tha radiation reaction field, wa make use of tha classical axpraaaion

^ ^ c «r«> . 4) Since j°/*vc.-?0 "• B t t

Tha set of Bquationt(3) than aiaplify to

where f7 - a e /3v*.c3 and B> = S ^ ± - i -^u • Bqjuationa

Involving 'yo'and o(~ ten eNjnjaft* to these. The notion In the ••direction

need not t" < considered because lta contribution to tha average aoaeat la

sazo. A coaaon reprasantatlon for tha sero-polnt field im

where a « exp Ĉ ' @%y*) w i * a $ # A * r«n d o" variable walforaly
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distributed in ths interval o to ^TT independently for each

waveToutcr •«. and polarization index J\ . SllalKatlag c< from

(4) we get for the steady state solution

T°'- - i .

For the assumed distribution of the phases 1 we have

Using this we now evaluate the expectation value of the magnetic moment

d*find as

We have for the summation over JX sM integration over the angles the

ralation

JJ
Using this and j £ ^ _ ^Jto/^ ^ we get
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The eecond integral makes a negligible contribution while the firet can

be approximated by T T / f so that (yv

we get from (14) rn A

We a l«o have / ^ N »0. A more careful evaluation of the integral*

in Eq.(16) will give the radiative correction to the magnetic moment

which i s not of Interest to us here. We can now Justify the dipolt

approximation of assumption (2) above, v iz . , the use of A (0) In the

place of T (r*0). If the resonance frequency is $y*-fy and the ma

radius of the orbit is the of the order of the wavelength "K>£M>> thia

approxlnation breaka down. We can argue that 3 ie just a parameter which

keeps Eqn.(10) in conceptual confozmity with the Dirac Hamiltonian and

since i t drops out in the calculation of A\^\, i ts actual value is

Immaterial. However, as a matter of fact, the dipole approximation

is not a bad one as can be seen from the following. With

we have

•*c

which In the _^ H> o l i« i t tends to

rsJ /» -? ,_ «- A * « ' " - * ~7" - - -"- ^ f l

•
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The term p 'g)° has p, osc i l l s ting at u5o with zero mean value and

the zero-point magnetic fields have also zero mean. They are uncorrelated

and hence this tem can be set equal to zero . ft* CY*—X*) i e t b e field

evaluated at T"* the centre of mass which ie at rest on the average since

it is subject only to the randan fields A . To the same degree of

calculation.

4. Physical Interpretation of the model.

We have now a classical model which yields the correct value of the

magnetic moment, independently of the zitter parameters like the frequency,

the speed of the charge and the radius of the current loop which are

unobeervablt in principle. The constant -fi enters apparently through the

zero-point fieldo only. St i l l there is need for a physical interpretation

of the various terms In the model equations of motion.

Fiiet of a l l , there la ths haimonio oscillation of the charge with

the frequency e^in Eqn. (1). According to the hole theory and the exclusion

principle! the presence of a positive energy particle creates a hole at lte

poeition in the background of the Dirac sea of negative energy particles, as
do)

pictured in the early work of Weisskopf • The ensuing phenomenon of

•self-trapping' can, somewhat crudely, be consider** u the origin of th«

hazmonic binding here.

Next, we note that the steady state solution forY0*Eqn.(5), is tta*

same as that for a free charged particle in a magnetic field, with th#

resulting(dia^magiutle moment -§Ji - ^ - (see re)?. (4), section (5)).

This implies two things: 1) The harmonic binding has got neutralised by the
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polarising action of tbe zero-point fields. 2) A Lorents force as in

cyclotron motion has appeared in i t s place. In other words, the

result i s the same as If we bad for the starting equation of motion

1? ? ^ £
where v̂ c is the cyclotron frequency. If we takee as positive, the

'applied' B field is along negative sL . The induced dipole •oaent la

•long positive £ and has the value ~%M- . We can interpret the B field
SMC ^ A

here as arising from the mean dipole moment itaelf• It M- is along * ,

the magnetic field along the circular orbit in the xy-plane i s — A*- ̂ -/

Thus we can qualitatively understand the magnetic moment as a self-induced

dlamagnetic effect under the Influence of the zero-point fields.

It can now be easily seen ttiat externally applied magnetic field

along 2 would not significantly affect tbe Internal motion, so long as

the applied field is weaker than the Internally generated one (no sign

reversal of the effective field occurs). It is because the induced

moment is independent of the field strength and only its sign Is

determined as being spp»stt« to that of «B .

e

Incidentally, the sero-point field term and the damping tent in (4)

appear with a sign reversal with respect to the corresponding terms la (1O).

Xhis does not affect the results sinoa it can be verified that In steady

ECstate, the average rate i f work done <^EC- eT^> by t b« fields on the

chaxgs equals the rate of energy loss by radiation a_c_ / \-

In both the cases*
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5. Coamentg and conclusions

The agreement of the mean magnetic moment In our model with th«

correct value supports the Identification of T° as the coordinate

of the charge. If We assume T ' to be the site of the mass also we

obtain -vv\ <v'o xi °X ~ ^ rather t h a n ^ 2 . We thus infer that

the charge and mass centers do not coincide. There are work* on

particle models in the l i terature such as those by Bunge , Barut '
• (19)and Hiettiaen and Thomas which emphasize this aspect. We cannot

really onter into any detailed comparison since these models do not

involve random electrodynamics. We merely note that i t may be possible

to conceive of a model in which an ' i n i t i a l ly ' maealess point charge

traps a certain amount of energy and angular momentum from the zero-point

fields thereby acquiring i t s mass and spin.

Another question that merits some discussion concerns the

relationship of spia to sttt«rb«mguag9 especially because zitterbewegung

is a characteristic of a l l re la t i r i s t ic wave equations. A Klein -

Gordon part icle, for example, exhibits zitterbewegung in the aenae that

minimum size of a wave-packet using only waves of one sign of frequency

is-h'/mc, however, i t s spin is zero because, with T ° —-vft c p 1

there is no zctterbewegung in the rest frame f V3 •=- O ) an<^ *ne

moment corresponding to Eqn.(2) of the Dirac case Is zero. Also, the

affect of the zi t ter spread on 1he K-6 particle energy in an electric

field occurs to «rder I Wwt) ^ contrast to the Darwin term of

order ffc/wxcT) f o r a D i r a c particle. This difference is a

reflection of the fact that j?- o ' ^ represents the combined effect
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of the charge and spin degrees of freedom whereas T.£ represents that of

charge alone.

A recent criticism by Lock of the zitterbewegung lore on the

Dirac particle points out that In a localised ware-packet, the sitter

amplitude decays from the initial value of <K/2mc as the packet epreada.
(9)The earlier analysis of Huang had shown that the spin moment can ba

actually looked upon as the orbital moment of the sitter motion.

However, aa pointed out by Look, the wave-packet employed by Huang baa

essentially a delta function for i t s momentum distribution. With the

location of the mass canter being thus completely unspecified, i t

becomes difficult to visualise the zitter motion about the undefined

average position. In the Hedsenberg picture there ie no ambiguity

because T11 oscillates with sero mean and nonzero second moments

^"T?0 >and ^ Y V V / > for the free particle Hamiltonia». The

magnetic moment is a fluctuation affect, and is present in a aingle

plane wave state of definite spin. In Random Electrodynamics, one oen

define a rest frame for the particle because the particle is somewhere

(unlike in quantum mechanics where one has to be noncommittal about

i t ) . The latermal motion can hence be visualised without any conceptual

difficulty.

To sum up, our random electrodynamical model, developed aa a

classical analogue of the lateraal dynamics of a particle Implicit In the

Dirac theory, shows that the epin structure of a Dirac particle can

be visualised in a manner consistent with classical concepts.
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Abstract

A dynamical basis for the well icnown Bose correlation among

identical noninteraoting spinless particles is sought in the domain

of Random Electrodynamics. An elementary system i s considered by way of

illustration* The radiative coupling through the eoramon zero-point

fields and radiation reaction, when the particles are in proximity in the

1" end energy spaces, i s found to produce the BoBe attraction* At the

absolute zero of temperature to which our discussion i s restricted, a

condensation effect is seen to obtain in a strikingly simple manner*

1 . Introduction

As i s well known, the statistical attraction and repulsion among

identical bosons and fermlons respectively, cannot be reduced to simple

forea leans* The primary manifestation of this interaction is in the

symmetry of the many-particle wave function* Use of the symmetrized wave

functions in the computation of the energies of classical interactions

leads to the so-called exchange energies (in addition to the 'direct'

terms) which have no classioal counterparts. Even the direct 'coulomb'

part has only a loose analogy to the interaction between charge clouds,

once i t is recognized that no particle is in an individual state when the

system as a whole i s in an appropriately symmetrized many particle state*

The Bose and Permi correlations are effective even when the particles arc

assumed non-interacting, as can be seen In the enhanced and reduced

probabilities of finding two identical free particles In proximity of

each other inside a box •

» 32 »
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While the consequences of the symmetry can be easily seen, the

physical origin of this indirect, quantum mechanical interaction cannot

be readily understood* The wave nature of matter maxes i t impossible to

te l l which particle i s which when they are close together and this limits

our choice of wave functions to the ay muse trie or an ti-symmetric type. At

the elementary level, experiment i s then invoked to settle the issue

and the statistics is decided by the spin value of the particle in

question* The fundamental theoretical connection between spin and
In)

statistics, established by Pauli , rests on relativistic quantum Held

theory. Now, the free particles example shows that the Bose or

Permi type of influence between two particles ranges over larger distance

for smaller relative velocities* In other words, for a given separation

between the positions of the particles the effect is greater for smaller

relative velocities* One can not hence help feeling that a simple

nonrelativistic explanation must exist. The response of a particle to

another with which i t does not exchange any typj> of quanta, merely by

virtue of their identity, will certainly become more tangible i f some

dynamical link can be found*

She bose attraction among the (non-interacting) photons can be

looked upon as a manifestation of stimulated emission, as Webb has
U)

shown. Indeed, i f the stimulated emission term in the Einstein equation

for the equilibrium of atoms with radiation is set equal to zero, one

gets the Wien distribution lav for blackbody radiation* This distribution

is valid for a dilute photon gas, giving the poisson distribution for

the nimber of photons in a given volume* In the Planck expression for
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the number fluctuation Z&'ft y ~ ^i\y -\- <̂lV> , the <-Ĥ> term can

be obtained from the Bayleigh -Jeans law i .e- the wave nature of the photon,

(5)
fcnd the <̂ j-(̂  term from i t s independent particle nature • The wave nature

term is thus linked to the stimulated emission process- The apparent

tendency of the photons to cluster together also originates from the

stimulated emission process* To some at least, this explanation would

sound more convincing than the principle that ary number of identical

integer spin particles can be put in the same state*

Our aim in this paper is to find a dynamical basis for the bose

attraction of identical spin zero particles* We taice a simple example

of identical changed spin zero particles in a magnetic field, assume them

to have no direct interaction except by their coupling to the common

radiation field and show that a random electrodynauiical treatment leads

to boae attraction, that i s , in a collection of N identical particles

in proximity, a l l of them go into the same cell in phase space at the

absolute zero of temperature.

2 • Random Electrodynamics preliminaries

Random Electrodynamics (RED) is just classical electrodynamics

with the additional assumption of the existence of a random zero-point

(6 7 8 9}

field. For some simple systems, this theory has yielded results ' ' '

in essential agreement with those of quantum mechanics* The basic idea

is as follows) A charged system attains equilibrium with the zero-point

fields when i t picks up as ouch energy on the average from the fields as

i t lose by radiating away electromagnetic energy. The equilibrium average

values correspond to those of the quantum state of the system at temperature

zero. The damping force due to radiation reaction can be derived in a
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variety of ways, as for example, in terms of self-action , or though

the canonical formalism, in classical mechanics or quantun mechanics in

the Heisenberg picture or simply in terms of the energy lost through

the radiation ' • Of these, the energy loss argument Is the most

reasonable route since i t throws light on the limitations of the resulting

form of the force and avoids the idea of self-action, by leaving the source

of the reaction force unspecified* The lertaor fornula gives for the rate of

energy-loss by an accelerated charge,

We postulate an equivalent radiation reaction force F_ which takes away

energy from the particle at the same rate on an average by setting

If the motion is periodic or very nearly so, the first term on the right

can be neglected and we get F^ ~z. —~A f . I t would not

be correct to use t-.Xs foruula in situations involving arbitrary aperiodic

motions of the particle* Moreover, even in periodic motions this term

should be negligible compared to the other force terms so that the third

time derivative can be reduced to a first or zeroeth dariative* If
A.

such is not the case one gets railway solutions also. W* have thus to

choose a system which is periodic on the average, even in the presence of

the zero-point fields, in order to be able to use the simple reaction

force concept to illustrate our main theme of Bose attraction* Charged
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spinless particles in a magnetic field from the simplest systera from this

point of view. Charge provides the couplir^ to the electromagnetic

fields, ana the applied rnagnelic field makes for a bounded notion of the

particle with a characteristic centre frequency for the emission of

radiation, while leaving the particle energy as just the A»viJ" of a free

particle> Gur principal conclusions have to do with the size of the phase

space cell and the number of particles in i t and are independent of the

charge and mass of the particles and the applied magnetic field.

As for the zero-point fields which act as the reservoir we assume

that they have the same ener&jr distribution as the free field modes in

their quantum theoretical ground state with an energy of k "*̂u") per mode

The fields are taken to be classical with entering as

a scale parameter in the form •>

2T jVk j | i (U

where a x exp ( 1- <^^^ ) and $ T \ * 8 a random phase uniformly

distributed in the interval 0 to cXTv independently for each wavevector fe.

and polarization index / \ • These fields and the reaction force are of

the right form to satisfy the fluctuation dissipation theorem .

3 ., A charged particle in a magnetic field

The cyclotron motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field

is familiar 'from elementary physics. If the particle has initially a
^

velocity ^ ~ in the xy-plane when the magnetic field is applied along £

the particle will describe a circular orbit with an angular frequency

uY •:=- §-H and orbit radius TQ — r&'/& - The acceleration of
the charge in this motion makes i t radiate energy away and the orbital

motion collapses in course of time if there is no replenishment of
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energy* The zero point fields act to supply energy to the system so that a

steady state, independent of the initial conditions, i s eventually reached*

Under the equilibrium conditions we can make statistical predictions on the

mean square displacement and velocity for an ensembie, talcing advantage of

the infinite number of degrees of freedom of the fields* We can thus speak

of a new kind of Bohr orbit with a root mean square radius etc*

A langevin type of equation for the particle can be written as

F3o
where t \p) lB the new-point field evaluated at the origin, rather than

at the instantaneous position "f of the charge* This will be justified

below by the results of the calculation. Confining our attention to the

motion in the 3?J-plane with D ~ * - ? > and introducing the rotating

coordinates by A. * Â . ±_ x Ay we reduce (1) to

•X" r7 V" — aaJo * — e t.

where [ — QS~- • The steady state solution of (2} is given by
3 3

We can now evaluate the mean values of quantities like Y

and L by overaging over the phases with the relations
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SOMa.'

.,.. /-*> / /*? / t* w s~\

when use is made of the standard techniques for evaluating the integrals•

Similarly, < r v > •=. ^ * r ~ > - H^/witD*, a^c?. ^ O ^

BO that ^W2" <0-'l"̂ > <^a"^> ^ "*8\2". * e c a D 8 ^ t n a t

particle occupies a 'volume1 *t\ in the space of (f w i ) , , ^ ^ 4 ,, ^-> "$ ^ '

In other worde, the volume of the cel l in phase space is J(\ for the turn

dimensional motion ui' a free particle ( E = |-WV? ) , independent of the

particle's charge and the magnitude of the magnetic field B.

We can new justify the use of the point-diple approximation by

which we put £ : ( /? ) - t CP) on the "fks of E>IQ. ( i ) . The root mean

square displacement of the particle i s X"Q - & ^ lx~ ~ ( ^ / M O J O ) ^

which means that the particle i s at an average distance To from the centre

of the orbit. Even though £ ° contains iburier components with all

frequencies upto oO those that are of the greatest importance for this

motion are the frequencies contered around £>0. The wavelength cfu)o iB

much larger than T as can be seen from To - iti^P '
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x 2>
The last inequality i s valid so long as i£> <T< ** e which will be

certainly the case here because we are considering only a nominal B.

Around the frequency J>o ̂  J : j ? ^ o s o t^o.t - e x ^ C i l l ' ^

can be replaced by unity for all practical purposes*

4 • Identical particles in proximity

If more than one charged particle are present in the same region

of space, we have the possibility of interference in the radiation* For

example, if two radiators are within the characteristic wavelength of

each other, their radiation fields add up and the net intensity will be

different from the sum of the two separate intensities of the incoherent

case* left to themselves, the oscillators will start influencing each

other so that there is phase coherence under resonance conditions* Thus

even if the two particles are not interacting directly, they mast interact

through th» radiation process so that the individual particles are damped by

the collective reaction field . If two particles have different £ .

values their characteristic frequencies are different* Then, even if the

particlee were close together in Bpace i .e. their average distance is < the

smaller of the two wavelengths, they are far from resonance with each other

if their spectra do not overlap appreciably. The line widths being

^ we tove no overlap if H A*"-H?* <^i ^ \^aT^«\ where

i* — ^ L I B and P •= *** $ • In such a cast there is no correlation
0 S7 ' 3

between the motion of the particles in spite of spatial proximity*

Even though the two particles are driven by the same tota l field E^ the

band that is effective for each of them because of the resonance effect,

is different from that for the other.
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The situation changes drastically if the two particles have the

same — value i . e . i f they are identical. If they were init ially left

together within a distance <<•£?• of each other they will eventually
° —p

develop a close correlation because of their proximity i n f space as well
as **> space* Under these conditions the equations are

This shows that both particles obey the same equation because each ia

damped fcy the comracn reaction field proportional to ^ -v- "T^

and the common driving field i s that evaluated at the origin* Each

equation is that of an isolated particle with only the damping doubled*

We can thus deduce

In other words, both particles occupy the same area in T apace and f\)~

apace which are half the corresponding values for an independent particle.

We have two particles of total mass 2m moving with the rms velocity

£^P in an orbit r ma radiua r « Tfe/ifx* • '̂ he phase apace volume

occupied by the two particles is </ (5<w\\0 ^> ^ T v ) "=- "v\

That i s , both particles have entered the same oell as that of a single

isolated part icle. If there are N of these identical particles in

proximity a l l of them go into the same cel l in phase space* This is

the characteristic quantum feature of an ideal Bose ^as at absolute zero

of temperature*
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5 « Concluding, Remarks

The system we have chosen for illustration of the dyaaidca.1 origin of

Bose correlations might appear to be too idealised to have any power of generality.

However, i t does look more readily understandable than the elementary quantum

mechanical example in which two free, non-interacting Bosons show the clustering

property. In our example, radiation provides the coupling among the particles

in terms of their identity• Resonance and coherence in the radiation process act as

the inducer of the correlation. We can physically picture the situation as

follows* An in i t ia l particle is moving In a Bohr orbit (in the rms sense). A

second (identical) -particle introduced into the neighbourhood starts moving in

an orbit of i ts own* As the phases tend to lock in under the action of the

common zero-point and reaction fields each of them feels doubly damped. The

energy pick-up from the zero-point fields is not enough to maintain them in the

same orbit aize. The orfclta shrink to such a value that there is overall

balance once again in the energy exchange with the reservoir. AH the particle

number increases, the shrinking of orbit size continues and the K-particle

system becomes one particle of large mass witn negligible zero-point displacement.

The charge on the particle is only a device to couple to the fields

and the magnetic field serves to confine the particle and define a centre

frequency for the radiation from the particles. The phase space conclusion in

the end involves onJy the universal coiBtant-fi introduced through the zero-point

fields* This circumstance encourages us to believe that the bose correlation

among identical spin-zero particles may have i ts dynamical origin in classical

random Electrodynamics.



IV. A Random Blectrodynamical basis for the Fermion
behaviour of magnetic particles with spin •&-.

Abstract:

A dynamical basis for the exclusion principle is sought in the

framework of Band en Electrodynamics (RED). The radiative coupling of

identical particles in proximity, through the zero-point fields and the

common reaction field, is seen to lead to the fermion behaviour of

magnetic particles with spin £, *hen use 1B made of the results of an

RED analysis of spin precession.

I 42 »
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Introduction

Tha Indistlngulahabillty of Identical particles i s wall known

to operate through the aynmetry or antisymmetry af the many-particle

wavafunotlan and produoe a number of non-classical conaeouencea. two

identical baaoaa (fezmlons), even wham they are mot directly lntermctlaf

with any force law mr exchange of quanta, exhibit a atatletloal attraotlan

(repulaiom) in tha fallowing seneei*1* Identical bmeona (famiona with

parallel aplna) have a greater (smaller) probability of being fount
(2)

togathar then if thay wara iiatlnguiahabla. Tba apin-atctistie* thaoram ,

4ua to Vauli, ahowa thia prlnolplaata bar* ita origin in relativlatlo

quantvai f i*l i tbaoxy. Bowavar, tha iagraa of eluatarlnc ani axclualoa

ara a m to »a tha aora praaauacai, tha amaller tba ralativa valaoltlaa*

Ona tharafora faala that thara auat ba a eiapler, aora raaiily accaaaiala

azplaaatlon for thia phaooaanoB. Ona is eaeouragad In purauit af tbia

by tha following develapaantai Tha attraction among photon* baa baan traoat

by Wabb to tha prooaaa of at&aulatai Mission. Mara recantly, a ranlaa-

alactrodynamica arguaant attanpta to link tba boaon bahaTiour of apln

saro particles with tha raJiativ* oaupllng among idantlcal partlclaa in

proximity in A as wall aa frequency space through tha iara<-polmt

fiel ia and tha common reaction field.

Tha aim of thia note la to extend tba radiative ooupliag

argument to identical magnatio particles with aplm h prtoasalmg lm •

magnetic field and deduoe an elementary form of the exoluaian principle.
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2. The dj^amlca of apin preeaaslaa.

The ssia 'J' of « partlole with • aagaetlc dlpol* aoaent

jx^ •=- $ ? i a a eomttut uattoxm Magnetic field £ " - H E I

aatiafiee^ia the rest freas, tte equatioa of

whan B1' npnaasta tb» Mzt-polnt Seatt le fl*14« #f SH>. This

•quatioa la approxlaataly aolvad Is tht steady stata la r«fer«ne« (5)

by r«plaeli« S la tha •quatlona 0fr SX an* Sy by a ooaataat

oa a atatlatloal eooalatanoy batman ^S^)-oonatant and

a oonatant la tba ataady atatat It deduces the result that

for a particle with a poaittve value for -̂  s y / ,2.

aeana that the grouad state STerege enezgy of the dlpola la tha ^>

field ia

where L ô -x ^ ^ . The aeaa rate -»f change of enei«y la this state

i s sere, because uader equilibrium the ante of energy loss by dlpele

radiation is balanced on the average by the energy plck-us froa the

more-point fields* la faot tha ^-ooaponeat of Kq.(i) is

which oan be apprexlaated by

4 c f A
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wtaaaa ttaa approxlaatlaa S^ c£<2>e-Sy « • S- & -«2»c
s»c h a - b e # B "*•*

la tba aaaplas t a » (tha firat tam am tba ri«ht) an* s * = S^ - jS

*ha aaeoal t a n rapraaaata tba rata at which s decxaaaaa (anetgy

laortaaaa) by tha aetlaa of tka tara-poiat fialda* Tagatbar ttaaaa

t«a taxaa produea < ^ >̂ — o • ?*>* aaaaad tarn whioh aakaa uaa

af tha aalutlOB of t h a x aM y owpoaaata of l q . ( i ) la llnaar la

Tka Maxfjr gala tmm tha saia-polut fialda tharafora baooaaa sara if

/^S^y - o . Imavar, tha iaapiaf rata actually baeoaaa a maxlaui

at thla polat aaklas < S ^ j t o with < ^ > ^ o . >ala atata with

< S ^ ^ o oan ba aa a<iullibrlua atata oaly If (^fy=: O alaa.

fhla haa aa iapartaat oaaaaoucaoa far tba twa-aala profelaa in what

fallawa.

3*

1 If.. t«a aalanlaf aagnatio partielaa ara altuatai la a B-flali

aloaa tc-f«thart ana auat taka lata aooauat tba fact that oaa mat ait tha

flal ia ratbar tbaa tha latanaitie* of tha raiiatloa froa tba Aipalaa*

Xa tha oaaa of aiffarant ^ valuaa haw*T«r, tba raaoaaaea frao^aaolaa

af tha aplaa ara llffaraat »• that tha olaaaaaaa la ^-aaaea la aot af

•nek eaaaaquwca. la affaett tha baal af frafuaaeiaa la tba lourlar

apaotnai of tba iara-polBt flalia that act oa altbar apla la tlffaraat

fraa that aotlag oa tha othar* lack apla praeaaaaa laiapaalantly anl

haa a aaaa prajaotioa af Afo. It aatk bava tba aaaa 'j-yalua , thay
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are at resonance with each other, and If the apatial separation la

auch leas tha« the resonance wavelength, they are driven by the ease

zere-polnt fields, 1B effect* Their equations of notion can hence

be written aa

X - l
%

where the direct divele - dipole interaction baa bean Ignored and Mta

the particles are aaanaed to be at rest. Adding the two equatlena* we

get for the total apln 5 - ^ 4.3^ the equatlen,

Ihle la the aane aa the elagle apln Bq.(O and heuoe At we aaauaati

{ S^ ^ O ^ ^ *m* ««»«»*• *"•! lw* *° - ^ > ^ A / 2 . and

S ^ - ~fca~» *hl* l»Pll«« th«t i'.^x = - 4 i ^ 2 . by Tirtue »f the

faota

—•5 —•> •

thue s, and s v ha-ve to nalntain a constant orientation of 120
throughout the preceaalenal notion,

A aecona aolution la obtained by aaaualag /^>t^) ^ D •

In the alagle avln case , i t ia now poaalble to haxe '̂f̂ - O *7

having the aplna alaray* antiparallel ao that 3 ° , 0 «n* s , . ^ =. -^v
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The energy exchange with the radiation fiel* i s Mro (̂  ̂ S t " ^ = O J)

because then i s t» dipole radiation and tha sero-point fields do aot

do any woxfc on tha spins. Ws shall sea below that the first solution

is ruled out and the second is the only passible equilibrium solution*

5.2. The role of dipole- dipole interaction .

The requirement that p b i t constant leada to a fixed orientation
—> —?

between S, and s t . The direct dlpole*41polc Interaction allows a

realisation of this only under special conditions. That tha Interaction

oannot be Ignored completely can be saan as followsi In tha eguatiom

for either spin, we have taken tha reaction field of the order of

'ly^k &i/$c} due to the other spin, because tha spatial aeperation \ T \

la nuoh less than the wavelength' c/u>j . low tha dipole field la of tha

order "34c/r3 whiob la ;jji fact atronger than tha reaction field by tha

above condition V <£< e /^o* However, the reaction field la dlasipative

while the dipole field la oanaervatlve and aarely additive to the applied

field $ . We shall therefore consider the dipole-dipole field only In

so fa* as i t affecta the oenetaaef af S*" . With the Interaction

Included, the equatlona fe) get nodifled to

9. _ £

V
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It follows readily from these two equations that

For eonatant S B<j,(7) oust be zere. Thia la satisfied

If s* and s» have the aane projection on V or ^ , s^

and T are coplanar or any two of the vectors 3, _, S* and T* are

calllaear. Conaidarlng the amallnaaa of tha lateractloa ooaparei to that

witk ^> , we oaanot azpact any apaclal relatlonahip of the aplna wltk

reapact f x • ! • • oxHj paaaibilltiaa left are for the aplna to be

parallel or ••tiparalleCta each othar* Tha parallel case la rule*

out because <£».)*£Q leads ta s , . S v •= . -^/JL .and \^.y~ o *•

So~ — O for equilibrium.both of which are inconsistent. We auat

have S x eonatant. If tha eyatea has no other angular •amentum (wa are

aaaumlng the particles to be at rest asmehow. e.g. by being attached to

heavy nesses). Thus the configuration with the spins remaining amtlvarallal

to each other aa they pnfcesa la the only possible equilibrium comflcuratiem.

3*3. Bypluaiom of a third spin In the neighbourhood.

One can extend the above considerations te the oase of a third

Identical particle In the neighbourhood. To keep S \ (j?, • •si'v-1* S»A)

constant , i t la necessary, for arbitrary T , t '̂ "•a i "a* "*V»

the aplna must be oriented In such a way that two of them are parallel

and tha thiri antlparallel, if we rule out tha peaaibllity of all three

being parallel right away* Thie relationship in mutual orientation la not

a static w but must be maintained In time aa the apina piayesa in tha

steady atate« fhla ia not oonsiatant with a constant ataady atata value
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for {$») • If t^| Mi ^ ara aueh Imttw thM T^fv If tha

thlxa apla la la a ilffaraat aagaatia flaU, It la poaalala for tha

pair (i»2) *• ha apla-oaaihllatai aai tha thlsi oaa to hava lta OM

prajaetlaa af

If tha if*—It partiala oarriaa a ohaaga, i t asaautaa a

a taa B-fia&afrhiah allfaa tha aplaVlataraota with

th» WM-aola* *U«trl« timUt Ml sailatM «Uotrlo «tp*l« niimt

U*iy •*«»•» it atwlMt • m i I M N wlotlty <&%

MrrlM • ft** M<ttiir IMMMMM of +• ^• 1^C te tko

•f ft t o* i t MWM 1» • M i •*•!% of m radius af (ff\/>w\£O

Ska partiala oaeuplaa m ataraja valtaa of - M ' 1 4 X > ^ ^ d

i» taa 4«<tatMiaMl ptaaaa apaaa aaproarlata for tbo t»a«dl»anaio«al

atM« l» tba plaaa aomal t o B • » tbaro ia a aaoonl Kwrtioal

paattiato la «aa oaaa aatcMmifkaQl, tba *orblt( oaatraata^4' (

of tha aahoiort alaatria ilpola iaaalaf aa aaoh of thM ay tha praaaaaa

of tha othar) m that tha aat vataaa af tha phMa apaea aaauplai ay

hath tha partlalaa raaaiaa A!^* fha aplaa of tha twa partlelaa will

aa aatiaarallal la tha ataaty atata — aa to praaarta aouillbrlua af tha

aala praaaaaloaal aotloa with tha aara-palat aaiaatlo fialia. A th!*i

pattlala at tha aaaa kial waul* oeatraot tba aralt furtbar ao that all

thna «a lata tha aaaa oall af olaa-tt2 hat Ur tha affaat of apla, via.

tha pea aaaa laa of thrao liaatloal aplaa la prazlalty aaaaat afilllarata

with *a raiiaUoa. fat *oraltl oaaao« taka la a thlri partiala.
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That la, tba phase-cell of eire-Jr saturates with two partlolaa.

Vhla la a restricted and alamentary foia of tbe exclusion principle.

The oharge on the particle and the magnetic field here aade

it poaaible to have a aiaple atationary state of bounded tranalatioaal

Motioa for tbe center of aase. The phaae apace atateaeat la independent

of tbeaa parameters. Tba chaxgte ware aaaiaied not to interact directly

with eaoh other. Ihia la la keeping with the apirlt of the fundamental

formulation ot the eyaaetrv of the wavefunotion of identical free

part idea. However, unlike la the latter fonaulatioa our frae

partlolaa are not free of interaction with radiation.

5» Conolualona»

la our passage to a possible dynamical foundation for the

exclusion principle, we had relied on certain qualitative arguaents

which lad directly to the final state results* It would be more

satisfying if one could show, by a straightforward aolution of the full

nonlinear etjuatioa that the syatea reaohaa the steady state with iae

specified properties, irrespective of the initial conditions one atarta

with* The nonllaearitlea in the equation aake it aeaa an alaoat

iapoaeible task* We note, however, that in quantia Bechanica also,

•a heuriatic (noa-rigorous, becauee one cannot keep track of any labelling

of indlatlngulahable part idea) way of understanding the meaning of the

singlet atata -£r &<1> (3 «t^ . — °<O:i |50Jj | runs ea follawai

If one atarta with an Initial atate ot Co (3(K> » w i t h tb* lia*

jolnias the particlea as tbe axis ef quantisation, and asauaea tbe dipele-

iipole iateraction, the systea Is found to osolllate between o{(\)
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and c{O-J) rati;> with a period of 'ZTTl *"*"

the singlet state, the spatial part of the wavefunctlon is symmetric

im IP, and 1TV i . e . , there is a greater probability of the part idea

being close together than If they were distinguishable* In the triplet

state, the spatial part Is antisymmetric so that there is a smaller

probability of their belmf found together than If they were distinguishable.

What we would like to emphasise, however, is not as much the similarity

1m the results, as the difference la the Tiewpelntst In elementary
I . be

quantum meooanics, the effect seems, esmehow, due to our inability to keep

traok of 'labels' whereas In Random Electrodynamics, i t Is due to the

ability of the particles to recognise the identity of each other through

e resonance effect In their reeponae to radiation.



V. Stat ist ical Mechanics of a dilute free-electron ^
Perspective from Random Electrodynamics

Abstracts

A model free-particle ensemble i s shown to evolve into a Maxwellian

distribution of velocities according to Random Electrodynamics* She

diamagnetiam of free electrons and i t s temperature dependence are also

deduced in a straightforward manner* I t is pointed out through a discussion

of an neutral atom that the foundational paradoxes of s t ra t i s t ica l mechanics

may have a simple resolution in this framework*

Introduotioni

The zero magnetic susceptibility theorem of classical s ta t i s t ica l

[mechanics is often nade the occasion for declaring the 'demise' of classical

physics . However, the traditional physical explanation of the theoretical

mill result for the free electrons looks quite contrit»df inasmuch as i t

Invokes the peculiar motion of the boundary electrons for the cancellation of

the moment in the bulk* Oi*suspects, on the other hand, that classical

electrodynamics rather than s ta t i s t ica l mechanics might be the origin of this

null result because, use of the Fermi distribution in the place of the

Maxwellian one leads to the same conclusion, eo long as the classical nature

of mechanics i s not altered •

In a constant uniform magnetic field B, the electron circulates with •

sho familiar cyclotron frequency lxio •=. €.TV>v\c_ an<* loses energy by

radiation at a rato proportional to the energy C*"^- ~ \ ^ c 3 ^ 6 ^ ) a t

nonrelativistic velocities* As far as the motion in the plane normal to B

is concerned! the particle spirals to rest at the center of the orbit* At

the steady state , we have thus a zero magnetic moment from each electron,

i 52 ,
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rather than a aua fro» a l l the electrons which goes to zero* The statement

that the Telocity distribution stays Haxwelllan, even In the presence of a

magnetic field, becomes Incorrect* Thus radiation necessitates a reexamlnation

of both the dynamlos and the statistical mechanics of electromagnetic particles*

If the radiative losses can be balanced on the average by energy

drawn from an appropriate reservoir, It is possible to get a non-eero

diamagnetic moment and a nontrivial velocity distribution in the example

above* The model of Random Electrodynamics which deals with classical

radiative systems in equilibrium with a reseavoir of random radiation seem

to provide a suitable framework for this purpose* Classical dynamics, thus

modified, leads to some typical quantum effects and offers a physical

foundation for statistical mechanics* The purpose of this note is to

illustrate this by obtaining the velocity distribution and diamagnetism of

free electrons and a heuristic description of the ground state of the hydrogen

atom which leads to a tentative Identification of the zero-point fields as the

likely origin of the molecular chaos so necessary for the irreversible behavior

of a gas of neutral atoms*

2* The marwelllan distribution tor an ensemble" of free electrom

The energy of a free electron in a magnetic field Is purely kinetic

and decays exponentially with time by radiation, as already noted* In the

presence of the zero-point fields a state of equilibrium will be reached

wherein the particle energy wi l l have an ewemble average value of i m 4"^**
2With a Langevin "type of equation of motion one can calculate moments of v of

a l l orders and hence obtain the distribution function. The Newton-Iorenit

equation with the addition of the forces from the zero-pSint fields which

serves this purpose reads in our case,



We res t r ic t our considerations to the motion in the x y-plene (normal to B)

ani introduce the notation A — A«. * "* AM and the definitions

f P / 3 and t S o -^ « t»/* , t so that

We use the familiar representation for E

°

where a => exp £ rt ^ 1 ? pv } with ^ t \ being * random phase distributed

uniformly in the interval 0 to 2*1T , independently for each wavevector

1c and polarization Index '/. • The steady state eolation of (2) reads

7 in

and T » complex conjugate of r*. For the assumed distribution of

phases we have

= o

The expectation value of AX, — "3t -v OL — *j + *f" i s then

given ty
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/ • . - ->

where we have made use of the relation

We imagine a cut-off in the upper limit of the integral in W>to remove the

logatithmic divergence so that approximately we

The higher moments are estimated as follows. The nth moment of ^

i . e . j(^y ***S. _ ^ ^-^.+ •VO'"1^ involves an n-fald integration In

t-space after the contractions as in (5) above and there are n f pairings

with A^t%f#J> • Thus

2
which yields an exponential distribution in vf

which has the Maxwellian fbrm A>r a two dimensional gas, even though classically

i t should be a delta Hi notion *b C Ĵ"̂ ) at 9? - 0.

Now , equilibrium with the random radiation fields given tgr

* 4 s §5Fk fe^^/fc)]§(5Fk



can be taken as the definition of temperature for any system, as suggested by

Marshall^ . These fields correspond to the BUB of the blockbody radiation

with the FlaMClc spectrum and the zero-point fields* The only modification in

the solution to our problem i s that 4{\X> / becomes

which tends to the familiar value of 'iKl/m when -llT

The expectation value of energy ^ X * ^ &\&o »t T • 0

makes contact with quantum mechanics bat differs from i t in that

not a sharp eigen value because the energy Is exponentially distributted

according to Bq« (<))• That quantum Mechanics without radiation does not

differ in some essential points from classical Mechanics la seen not only in the

time-reversibility of the equations but la the distribution function for the

energies at absolute sero. For *& (joO'~%&*\ has only i t s argument

shifted from that of <bCnJfi~) •

We have considered only a strictly free particle* The presence In

proximity of ldentl<fcal particles would bring about a radiative coupling

among them even when they are not directly Interacting. While this awaits

a complete discussion In Random Electrodynamics, an elementary aspect has

recently been considered by the present author*
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3« Ptamappetic moment of a free electron

The Random Electrodynamics solution Eq. (4) of the last section can

be used to calculate the mean maganetic moment of an electron in a"?-field

as

•ft \

InO

where w« bar* taktn 1 to bt poaitire. Mow, th* quantua t«or«tlcal

diffwra froa ( i i ) tgr tb« addition of the term — ^ ^ ^ K T ^ ^ .

aaana that our raault agraaa witb tba quantal one at T • 0 but a* * —>•£>

i t dlTargaa aa T, wbtraaa tba latter tande to sero aa 1/T. Tbia behaviour of

( i i ) la unacceptable. The quantal reeult ie aoet eaalljr obtained"' bjr

aaaumlng a baraonlo Undine foroe in tbe xj-plane in the foraulatlon of th»

problea and letting i t tend to aero in tbe reault. We can do the earn witb

our equation (1) and arrive at the ease reault. We prefer not to do thie

because i t looks like a aere trick. We look for a physical explanation of

(ai) as i t stands. First, we rewrite i t as,,



This has the meaning of a statistical average over the states n at which

the particle has a moment of (2n + i ) *CN/>O with the probability proportinal

to exp C ~ ^ + ^ ^ " V K ~ O • Each of these states corresponds to a Bohr

orbit, though we define i t here with a mean square radius rather than an

exact circle because of the fluctuating nature of the orbits* It is now

easy to see the reason behind the divergence at T « cQ and also why i t

cannot happen in practice* The large orbits becon* unphyaical on several

countsJ 1) The velocity in the orbits tend to become very large and the

nonrelatlvistic approximation breaks down* Any way It cannot exceed the speed

of light. (2) The dipale approximation breaks down as the radius of the

orbit becomes larger than the resonance wavelength 0/ & o . (3) The

particle orbit say go out of the region of observation (i*C* out of the

sample itself)* These thme considerations dictate that we do not

consider contributions of moments from those orbits for which

2)

3) (gin-tO

respeotively» with B being the radius of the sample* The upper limit

N tor n given by (1) and (2) cgree and may be compatible with that of the

last* Thus in a practical oase the mean moment par particle can be set as
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which Indeed varies as 1/T whenT-?<2> ae can be verified* The exact

numerical coefficient i s not of importance in this qualitative discussion*

4* Implications for the foundations of statistical mechanics*

In our example, the particle attains the equalibrium values oj

energy, angular momentum etc. , at .the steady state, independently of the

ini t ia l values of these parameters* It would thus M«m that choosing one

particular type of solution to the Maxwell's equations in the form of the

sum of a retarded wave (which Bakes a charge lose energy by radiation when

accelerated) end a source-free radiation (eero-point fields), leads to

irreversiblll-ty. However, this way of deducing irrevereibility by starting

with the assumption of not only randomness hit lrrevereibiliigr i t se l f would

not be better than anyvpurely verbal, medieval explanation1 • We must

therefore examine how random electrodynamics affects the motions of neutral

•tons and their equilibrium*

We consider a hydrogen atom for simplicity. If Co, a^) and

(-e, mg) are the charge and mass respectively of the electron and the

proton, their equations of motion are

where the effect of the common reaction field has been taken into account In

each equation, because the wavelength of the center frequency of the radiation
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by the particles i s such larger than tbe mean separation between them

(reAiua of the atom), as i t turns out* Combining these two equations we get

for the relative coordinate V* and the centar of mass R>

— > , —>5 ,

* crude approximation for the solution of the relative notion rune

as follows* We replaoe r^r3 by a constant v£ and calculate the mean

value of T^for two-dimenaional notion in tbe familiar way to gat

d^fa>r •-£ • Equating the resulting value of J? - ZSp^* 0 t h e

assumed value -e / u l̂f *^ h- we gat T̂*"*? = *̂ X" 9 the Bohr radius a^.

The ground state energy becoaaa - a /2a • This aathod of solution i s air

least ae good as the one usi ig juat tbe uncertainly principle • Our principal

intereet l ies in the motion of the center of mass* If we consider only the

low frequency components in the fburter decomposition of the sero-polnt

fields, then, H^Cf',) - P ^ f i ) p)O and the residual damping foree

P. > 0 and the centar of mass has only uniform motion* However, tte random

accelerations of the center of mass dua to the nonzero frTTV— G^Crt-}

nave an important consequence. The Boltcmann aquation oarrlera an arrow of

time only when the tworparticle distribution lbnctlon before a ooolision la

factorlsable. The sero-point fields* aasumed present eveiywhere, with a

continuous distribution of modes in k-space can act aa the agency for producing

the molecular chaos neoeaaaxy tor the factorisabUligr*

Xha nacassiV for the exlatftnoa of an external Mans for randomising

the motion of gaa molacul«e can b. aaen avan am* eteaxly by the following



situation* The Luschmldt paradox becomes vivid in the case of the mixing
(9)of two different gases at the same temperature, as described by Reichenbaoh .

When the mixing has taken place and equilibrium prevails, the set of velocities

\~r^-i i is aa likely to occur as the set ^O^-j because of the

symmetry in the Maxwell!an distribution. In about half of the number of

members of an ensemble, the particles oust be moving in the direction of

eventual unmU&ng . Exact unmixing can never occur, of course, i f there i s

aiy external Influence* The aero-point fields can serve as the source of

that disturbance* When the molecules are enclosed in a box at temperature T,

the random fields include, in addition, the blackgody radiation with the

Planck distribution*

5* Conclusions

Our simple examples have highlighted the importance of including the

effect of radiation for obtaining a realistic description of the mechanical

behaviour cf electromagnetic particles* The fact that a gas in equilibrium

at temperature T i s also at equilibirium with the blauttbody radiation i s not

always taken into account in gas-theoretical discussions* However, Seilard

invoked i t in his attempt to exorcise the Maxwell demon. Einstein reduced

the equilibrium motion of a gas molecule to a Brownian motion through the

blackbody radiation. S t i l l , molecules continue to figure in discussions

of principle like the ergodic hypothesis or the H-theorem, as purely mechanical

entit ies . Similarly, in quantum mechanics, the zero-point fields are invoked

only when there is need to explain the exponential decay of an atom from an

excited state which had been assumed stationary up to that point. Our

considerations show that Random Electrodynamics can provide a consistent

description of quanta! and statistical aspects of at least BOme simple problems*
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Abstract

A heuristic description of the hydrogen atom in the framework of

Random EleotrodynadtLos (FED) leads, in a certain approximation, to

results which are compatible in the mean with those of the circular

orbits part of the Bohr ac&el. Purtheraore, the evolution to the

ground state at absolute zero from an initial orbit which is an

arbitrary cirole, the existence of stationary excited atatea in

equilibrium with the blaokbody radiation and tha zert-point fields,

the decay of a free atom fron an excited state, tha M a n frequency

of the radiation emitted in an atomic transition and compliance with

the correspondence principle are all deduced in a physically

reasonable manner*

Introduction

Random Electrodynamics is known to produce insults in broad

agreement with quantum theory for simple linear oscillator type of

systems* Nonlinear problems like that of the hydrogen atom have not

been satisfactorily solved in this framework 3et* Tha tentative

(1 2)attempts1 at solution by making use of Fokk*r-Planck type of

equations have yielded only negative results* The via* haa been

expressed that since nonlinear systems effect a redistribution in

the spectrum of zero-point fields by absorbing and emitting at different

frequencies, one must perhaps modify the zero-point fields, introduce

' 6 2 >



position and velocity-dependent random forces or modify the form of the

duping term, for a successful solution of these problems in the classical

setting. The purpose of this note is to refute that notion, at least in

part, by demonstrating the essential soundness of the concepts of RED

by aeans of a heuristic treatment of the hydrogen atom. The difficulty

lies in obtaining exact solutions of the equations rathac than with the

general validity of the basic ideas.

The ensuing sections deal with the following topics in order i

The ground state of the hydrogen atom, the evolution towards the equilibirum

•tate fron an arbitrary circular orbit, the existence of stationary

excited states, the magnitude of the stationary angular momentum, the

mean frequency of the radiation emitted la a quantum Jump? the decay

of a free excited atom and the compatibility of BSD with the

correspondenoe principle*

2. The around state of the hydrogen atom

The electron and proton in a hydrogen atom, with charges a and -e

and masses m and m. respectively, satisfy the following equations in REDi

Yi

3

where & is the zero-point eleotrio field and X •= TT, - T«_ . In

the point-dipole approximation the relative motion satiafiea

• • • •> — * —i
r °
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In order to obtain at leaet a firat approximation to tha correct solution,

we assume that equilibrium with tha radiation producee a state of motion

which can be described by a circular 'orbit' in the mean square sens*.

r aa <^

given by

Taking r aa <^"fz"> » we replaoe - £ - by a constant J2O » With

where a ia a phase factor with ita phaae being a random variable, we can
2

oaloulata the mean value of r over the phases in the steady atate for

two-dimensional motion to obtain^ '

conaiatenoy, the value Jl£ c ^f/f*^*^) obtained from (4)

should be the same as the initially assumed value £ V

This gives

We have thus a fluctuating Bohr orbit with a root mean square radius

whioh is the same as the radius of the deterministic Bohr orbit of

the old quantum theory. For this value of the 'radius*, there ia

balance in the energy ezohange between the atom and the background

radiation on an average, aa can be seen by the following. The rate at

which the fields perform work on the atom can be computed aa

where P - P ^ i ^ / ^ u c ? * Mie mean power radiated by the atom ia

4

3CL3 '
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The two quantities on the right of (6) and (7) are equal if IT?"? -

Incidentally, note that T & & of (6) is proportional to the spectral

density of the zero-point fields at the frequency v£ o while that of

(7) is proportional to r for a circular orbit. Thia fact will be of

use In our later discussions*

3* The evolution towards equilibrium

If we start with a circular orbit of arbitrary radius, we would

not immediately have energy-balance* However, the imbalance would drive

the systea towards equilibrlua. For a general circular orbit the power

radiated is

where J£ ie the instantaneous orbit , frequency. The average piolt-up

fron the sere-point fields per see is f»£r Si • The n** *•*• °'

will be

. 2
Hoting that W - ^ ~ - and setting JrJ^T - ^ , we obtain frost thia

Bq.(9) shows that dx w ill be greater than, leas than* or equal to
dt

lero if x is less than, greater then, or equal to 1* In other words,

whatever the initial orbit alse, the atosi evolves towards the state where

the root M a n square radius equals Bohr radius*
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4« The oxoltod states

Considerations of the laat aeetion show that with only the aero-pelat

fialda present, the stationary atate haa the unique M a n energy

oharaotarlatlo of the firat Bohr orbit. la order to get stationer/

atatea with higher energies, there hare to be stronger fields to

supply the extra energy needed to offset the shrinking of the orbit

noted above* The thenal radiation with the Vlanok speotrua oaa serve

this purpose. With this additional radiation, the M a n square field

strength at froqueaoy «*> beooMa < t * > T

If the atoas are in oquilibriua in a eavity at B O M temperature, a

oertaiB fraction of the* oan have a aeon atate of notion oorresponding

to the ntbBohr orbit with ^ N - ̂ A v ^ Of course, s given atea

oennot atay Indefinitely in any one state, but, for every sto» leaving

a state, another enters it so that the percentage of atoas In a given

stete reaeina the aaae on an average* Let the theraal averages of the

orbital frequenoy and rao radius be <Sl^ and *C- respectively.

Energy balance requires

The equation of aotion gives

00.

These yield the ooereot elassieal behaviour at high teaperatures, vim*

which Is independent of temperature. low the theraal average la the

statistical sua of the expectation values in the states labelled by a

weighted with the Boltiaann factors. It fellows then that Jit T 3

ahould be independent of n. Of coura., for « y circular orbit, < ^ =
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by definition. Since % - ̂ /^l0 • ••«*»«

aatiafia* dor requireaent. Thla makea "Cn ^Y\ <X and tba aaan

•agnltude of tha angular aeaentua in the n atats Lecoaaa *A, JH . We

have not detazained that n should be an integer but have aerely

verified that in theraal equilibriua with Planok radiation and the

sere-point field*, the excited atatea which correspond in the aean with
Bc&r

the circular orbit* in the aodel can indeed be atationaxy.

5« the angular aoaentua in the atationary atatea

Starting with *q.(2) we obtain

in which we oan aet «T" •=. ^ JZ" v -- ~r j^£L aa far aa tha

daapang tera la concerned. Bq.(i2) thus beooaea

where L la the angular aoaentua* On taking the acal*r product with

L, we hav*

Ttklng the expectation valuea on both aides and noting that /<e £• if

la tha rate at which the randoa fields perfom work on the atoa, we
2

get for the oonatant arerage value of L ,

T
on aaking us* ef (10) and (11>. Vroa tha aection above, we have that
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!• equivalent to the tt»en»-st«tiatieal averafe

2 tm
n • fhus for the a stat*.

This shows that our results correspond to the circular orbits with the

quantum numbers (nf M~fl ) of the Bohr model^ .

6* The wean frequency of radiation in a quantum JUMP

If, from among the atoms that are in equilibrium in a cavity at a

nonzero temperature, an ensemble of atoms at the first exoited state are

picked out and piaoed in free space, these atoms cannot remain stationary*

The imbalance in the exchange of energy with the zero-point fields leads

to an evolution towards the ground state* The electrons are moving in

average circular orbits of radius 4a initially, radiating at a frequency

of -^ZSL and getting damped with a time constant of (T J2-e>/4>4 J • Tb*

.zero-point fields continue to supply energy albeit at a rate insufficient

to off-set the loss. When the atom finally reaches the ground state it

radiates at frequency \&o and is damped with a time oonetant {J^J^

The radiation throughout the transition has a time-dependent frequency

and a frequency-dependent damping* In terms of the parameter ot —

the instantaneous orbital frequency is J2 e*-) - -^oA.3 • Te oan fin*

the mean frequency of the radiation emitted during the transition by

averaging <j,? o v e r * *" tne interval x • 2 to 1 as follows t
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which is the Bohr frequency condition. This agreement is fortuitous

to a large extent but serves at least to show that 'quaut.wu jumps'

can be understood in a 'classical' Banner.

7. Atomio decay from an excited state
2

We had already seen that from an arbitrary initial value of x - r/a

the system evolves to the state x - 1 at absolute zero according to Bq-»(9).

If we use the relation J2. <&.} - J} 0 / oc
5 $ this equation becomes

nonlinear. However in a transition such as 0f\ •= 0- "t» TA •=• \ , the

range of variation of x is email enough to justify the approximation of

replacing Jl by the mean frequency of the transition JZ2. of Eq»(i5).

Then (9) reduces to

with -̂ c (p ) -̂  2- this gives

which shows that the rms radius of the atom decays exponentially

giving rise to a Lorentozian line-shape to the line JJ

8* Compatibility with the correspondence principle

In the presence of the radiation damping and the zero-point fields,

the atom is not a multiply periodic system and hence not bound to radiate

at frequencies which are combinations of the fundamental orbit frequencies

and their harmonies. However, for very larje orbits and amall transition

frequencies, the Bohr frequencies agree with these given by Fourier

analysis* Random Electrodynamics also should provide for such an

agreement. In fact it does, for the following reason. We have Been
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that with only the zero-point fieldB present, the energy gain and loss

by the atom are proportional to n\ and 7t respectively, where

n a is the radius of the orbit. That is, both of them become negligible

at large quantum numbers. The atom becomes an almost undamped,

deterministic Ifepler system. The radiation emitted will then have

frequencies predicted by the haraonio analysis*

9* Conclusiona

Our rather rudimentary analysis of the hydrogen atom in BED was

motivated mainly by the negative statements in the recent literature*

Though restricted to nearly oiroular motion in the mean, the results

on the ground state, the mean frequency of a quantum transition* the

spontaneous evolution towards equilibrium appear physically reasonable.

The major gap is that the integer nature of the quantum number n has

not been proved for 71 y i • i fully three-dimensional analysis when

a magnetic field is also present, would in all probability lead to the

quantization of the projection of angular momentum and the integer

nature of n * Meanwhile, it is reassuring that realistic contact

with some aspects of the problem can be thus established*
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